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Touchscreen Main Menu

There are 58 different 
screens to use to change 
the Roasters settings, After 
Burner Settings, view and 
edit Roast Profiles, view line 
graphs, run the Roaster, im-
port export recipes and 
more

The Main menu is the first 
screen you navigate from to 
either run the roaster or find 
other features



  

Manual Mode

On the Manual Screen you can 
operate the Roaster in manual 
mode. Here you will be able to 
turn motors, actuators, dampers 
and valves on and off while also 
being able to adjust gas pressure, 
fan speed, and set temp 

Also on this screen you will find 
the feature that gives you the abil-
ity to learn roast profiles based off 
of your manual roasts



  

Manual Components Screen



  

How Learning a profile works

While roasting in the Manual 
Mode and using the Learn fea-
ture the PLC starts to save the 
current gas pressure setting, fan 
speed and Bean or set temp 
setting every 15 seconds.

 Once you hit the end of the 
roast you, drop the coffee man-
ually and press the stop learn 
button which will activate this 
pop up screen allowing you to 
select a profile spot, name, and 
how long you would like to 
quench for at the end of a roast.



  

Auto Roast Mode
The Auto Roast screen is used 
to operate the Roaster using 
roast profiles.

While Roasting in the auto 
mode you can see the vari-
ables you have set for each 15 
second interval also in the 
auto mode you can access the 
components screen to turn 
components on and off.

At the end of the auto roast we 
offer an automated process 
that hold the drum door 
closed, quenches the coffee to 
stop roasting and pull all the 
smoke out before dumping into 
the cooler.



  

Auto Profiles

Auto Profiles are saved and 
stored in a numbered loca-
tions that you name, USRC 
offers 3 kinds of profiling 
setups.

1 hour, 30 second interval, 
15 profiles.

30 minute, 15 second inter-
val, 15 profiles.

20 minutes, 30 second in-
terval, 40 profiles.

 



  

Editing and Viewing a Profile

Set Temp/ Bean temp, 
Gas Valve percentage, 
and Fan Speed are 
edited in 15 sec. Incre-
ments.

To edit a 15 sec. Incre-
ment simply touch the 
box and variable you 
want to edit, change the 
profile name if needed 
save your changes and 
roast with your modified 
profile.



  

Copying Roast Profiles

Another feature of our 
Profiling is the ability to 
copy and paste and 
profile to a new location 
either to move it or 
modify it for another 
roast.

First select which pro-
file you want to copy 
than select where it 
goes and press the 
copy button once.



  

Real Time Temp Graph

The Real Time Temp Line graph 
is a way to monitor and see the 
Roasting curve.

On this graph you can see the 
Bean temp, Set point, Cyclone 
temp, Air Temp.

All Graph data can be stored on 
a 2.0 USB thumb drive and 
been opened in an excel 
spreadsheet.



  

Importing Real Time Graph Data



  

Real Time Fan and Gas Graph

The Real Time Fan/Gas 
Valve Graph is used with 
the Real Time Temp Graph 
to compare Fan speed, Gas 
Valve percentage, time, and 
temp.

Both Real Time Graphs 
start running as soon as the 
Roaster is turned on and 
can be accessed at any 
time during roasting or after 
a roast.



  

Roaster Settings 

In the Roaster Settings the 
operator will be able to 
change default settings set 
by the factory if needed.

Settings that can be 
changed include default 
speeds, over temps, timers 
and more depending on 
customization.



  

Overdrive settings



  

Roast Master settings



  

After Burner settings

The After Burner settings 
screen allows the operator to 
set stages for the Afterburner.

Each stage has three settings 
Bean temp, AB set temp, and 
AB Burner percentage.

Once current Bean temp 
reaches one of the 5 After 
Burner Bean temp setting the 
Afterburner adjusts its Set 
temp and Burner % according 
to that stages settings.



  

Recipes
Recipes are used whenever 
you finally fill up all of your 
Roasting Profiles, you can 
export and save profiles as 
a Recipe for later making 
space for new ones.

These Recipes are also 
saved on a 2.0 USB thumb 
drive.

It is also possible to view 
and edit Recipes on your 
Computer once exported.
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